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The call of Islam, sounded in Constantinople, pro-
duced no response from the population of Egypt.
A few Egyptian coastguards temporarily serving on
the Canal, and at a later period the garrison of a post
in the Western Desert, passed over to the enemy;
but civilian guards elsewhere and officers and men of
the Egyptian Army remained absolutely staunch.1
What echo there was to the call came from a few
Indian Mohammedans serving in the units of the Canal
Defence Force. Only one or two battalions were
affected: a fact which suggested either that some
unknown and powerful influence was at work in the
ranks, or that the discipline of the units was at fault.
The earlier deserters got safely away with their arms
and ammunition. Subsequently a party was caught,
in disguise, deliberately slipped over the ship's side in order carefully
to examine the dispositions of the Defence. The latter would have
known nothing of the incident had not the master of the neutral
vessel reported the disappearance of his passenger a few minutes before
he sailed from Port Said. A good many hours had elapsed before the
German was caught, entangled in the inundation to the east of Port
Said. The man had made his way from Ismailia to that point, and was
then striving to strike eastwards to join the Turks.
1 The story of the defence, in the month of February 1915, of Tor,
an Egyptian quarantine station at the southerly extremity of the Sinai
Peninsula, and of Abu Zeneina, a mining district in the same area,
illustrates the truth of this assertion. It was part of the Turkish plan
to persuade the Canal Defence to dissipate its troops; and with this
view Von Kressenstein detached a German officer with some Bedouin
levies to raid Tor and Abu Zeneina. Both places were hastily garrisoned
by a detachment of 200 rifles of the Egyptian Army. Kondos, the
leader of the expedition, after an arduous march over the waterless
desert, got within striking distance of Tor. There, for some unknown
reason, he halted. Possibly he doubted the fighting quality of his
Bedouin force, or more probably he expected the Egyptian troops to
desert. He was entirely disappointed in that hope. Far from showing
any desire to join the Turks, the detachment defying the enemy
put the quarantine station in a creditable state of defence. At this
point a spirited sally would have put the Bedouins to rout. But the
commander of the Egyptian troops preferred to await reinforcements.
On the arrival at Tor of 300 Gurkhas the enemy was attacked and
driven away.

